We present an analysis of the 0.95−14.5 µm spectral energy distributions of nine field ultracool dwarfs with spectral types ranging from L1 to T4.5. Effective temperatures, gravities, and condensate cloud sedimentation efficiencies are derived by comparing the data to synthetic spectra computed from atmospheric models that self-consistently include the formation of condensate clouds. Overall the model spectra fit the data well, although the agreement at some wavelengths remains poor due to remaining inadequacies in the models. Derived effective temperatures decrease steadily through the L1 to T4.5 spectral types and we confirm that the effective temperatures of ultracool dwarfs at the L/T transition are nearly constant, decreasing by only ∼200 K from spectral types L7.5 to T4.5. The condensate cloud properties vary significantly among the L dwarfs in our sample, ranging from very thick clouds to relatively thin clouds with no particular trend with spectral type. The two objects in our sample with very red J − K s colors are, however, best fitted with synthetic spectra that have thick clouds which hints at a possible correlation between the near-infrared colors of L dwarfs and the condensate cloud properties. The fits to the two T dwarfs in our sample (T2 and T4.5) also suggest that the clouds become thinner in this spectral class, in agreement with previous studies. Restricting the fits to narrower wavelength ranges (i.e., individual photometric bands) almost always yields excellent agreement between the data and models. In some cases, the models even reproduce the detailed structure of the weak H 2 O and CH 4 absorption features. Limitations in our knowledge of the opacities of key absorbers such as FeH, VO, and CH 4 at certain wavelengths remain obvious, however. The effective temperatures obtained by fitting the narrower wavelength ranges can show a large scatter compared to the values derived by fitting the full spectral energy distributions; deviations are typically ∼200 K and in the worst cases, up to 700 K. In spite of the uncertainties remaining in the models, the approach presented here works rather well and should be extended to a much larger sample.
of molecules (such as CO, CH 4 , N 2 , NH 3 , and H 2 O) and, at T < 2400 K condensates from the refractory elements (Ti, V, Ca, Al, Fe, Si, and Mg) . Condensation removes gaseous opacity sources (such as TiO, VO, FeH, CrH) from the atmosphere and alters the atmospheric chemistry as the condensates gravitationally settle and form clouds that deplete the upper layers of the atmosphere of both the condensates and their constituent elements (Fegley & Lodders 1994 Lodders 1999 Burrows & Sharp 1999) . Condensates also contribute their own opacity, which can be substantial for the more abundant Fe-, Mg-, and Si-bearing species such as forsterite (Mg 2 SiO 4 ), enstatite (MgSiO 3 ), and solid or liquid Fe (e.g., Marley et al. 2002; Tsuji 2002) .
This rich chemistry gives rise to complex emergent spectra that are distinctly non-Planckian. The molecular line opacities dominate over all of the continuum opacity sources (e.g., H − ) that are important in the atmospheres of hotter stars (Allard & Hauschildt 1995) and as a result the emergent spectra of ultracool dwarfs exhibit strong molecular absorption bands of TiO, H 2 O, and CH 4 . Indeed, it is the strength of these and other molecular bands that are used to define the L and T spectral classes Burgasser et al. 2006a) . L dwarf (2400 K T eff 1400 K) spectra exhibit weakening TiO and VO bands at red optical wavelengths (0.6−1.0 µm) due to the formation of Ti-bearing condensates such as perovskite (CaTiO 3 ). The loss of the gaseous TiO and VO opacity results in a more transparent atmosphere and leads to the emergence of monatomic alkali lines (Na, K, Rb, Cs) . Most prominent are the resonance Na I (5890/5896Å) and K I (7665/7699Å) doublets, which become increasingly broad with later spectral type. At near-infrared wavelengths (1−2.5 µm) the L dwarfs also become progressively redder with later spectral types due to the additional condensate opacity. As CH 4 becomes the dominant carbon-bearing gas in the upper, coolest layers of the atmosphere (CO/CH 4 < 1 for T 1100 K at P =1 bar), CH 4 absorption bands emerge at near-infrared wavelengths which signals the transition between the L and T (1400 K T eff 700 K) spectral classes. The K I and Na I resonance lines are present in the red optical spectra of T dwarfs (Burgasser et al. 2003a ) because the high temperature condensate anorthite (CaAl 2 Si 2 O 8 ), a feldspar, has gravitationally settled out of the cooler atmospheric regions. In the absence of such settling, Na and K would condense into a feldspar in the form of albite (NaAlSi 3 O 8 ) and orthoclase (KAlSi 3 O 8 ) (Burrows & Sharp 1999; Lodders 1999; Marley et al. 2002) .
The observed spectra and photometry of ultracool dwarfs can therefore serve as touchstones against which we can test our understanding of atmospheric physics, chemistry, dynamics, and cloud processes as embodied in our atmospheric models. Shortly after the discovery of the first bona fide brown dwarf, Gliese 229B (Nakajima et al. 1995) , a number of publications appeared comparing the observed spectrum to models (Allard et al. 1996; Marley et al. 1996; Tsuji et al. 1996) . Burrows et al. (2001) presented a review of the substantial subsequent work devoted to understanding the properties of L and T dwarfs. Although the comparison of models to the spectra of individual objects such as Gl 229B (Saumon et al. 2000) and Gl 570D (Geballe et al. 2001; Saumon et al. 2006) has played an important role in the progression of the field, relatively little work has been done on comparing entire classes of models to uniform datasets. Such comparisons are important as they can reveal the global properties of a set of objects and highlight the systematic strengths and weaknesses of the models.
In this work, we present such a comparison to one particular set of atmospheric models (Marley et al. 2002 . We aim to understand what the modeling has accomplished to date and to help direct future models and observations along the pathways that seem most promising. The paper is organized as follows. Sections §2 and §3 present the data and model atmospheres used in the analysis, respectively. In §4, we present the results of the comparisons between the data and models and in §5, we discuss two systematic uncertainties that affect our analysis.
THE DATA
There are currently eleven L and T dwarfs that have published spectra with nearly complete wavelength coverage from 0.65 to 14.5 µm Saumon et al. 2007 ). We selected the 5 L and 2 T dwarfs from the Cushing et al. sample with the highest S/N spectra that are not known to be multiple systems. We also included two additional L dwarfs, 2MASS J1506514+1321060 and DENIS J025503.3−470049.0, that were not part of the Cushing et al. sample. The properties of the dwarfs in our sample, including optical and infrared spectral types and Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) photometry, are given in Table 1 . Although both optical and infrared spectral types are listed in Table 1 , we hereafter use optical types for the L dwarfs and infrared types for the T dwarfs ). In addition, we abbreviate the numerical portions of the 2MASS, Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) , and Deep Near Infrared Survey of the Southern Sky (DENIS; Epchtein et al. 1997 ) target designations as hhmm±ddmm, where the suffix is the sexigesimal Right Ascension (hours and minutes) and declination (degrees and arcminutes) at J2000 equinox.
The 0.65−14.5 µm spectra used in this work were constructed from the following sources: red-optical spectra were obtained with the Low Resolution Imaging Spectrograph (LRIS; Oke et al. 1995) at the Keck telescope; near-infrared spectra were obtained with SpeX at the NASA IRTF and the Infrared Camera and Spectrograph (IRCS; Kobayashi et al. 2000) on Subaru; and mid-infrared (5.5−14.5 µm) spectra were obtained with the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS; Houck et al. 2004 ) on board the Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al. 2004 ). The only wavelengths not covered by these spectra are those containing the strong telluric absorption bands at 1.9 and 2.6 µm and the 4.5−5.5 µm range. The latter wavelength range is exceedingly difficult to observe from the ground and is not covered by the IRS. Table 2 lists both the references and resolving powers of the various spectra used in this work. For each dwarf, the different spectra were absolutely flux calibrated using ground-based photometry and then combined into a single 0.65−14.5 µm spectrum as described in Cushing et al. (2005 Cushing et al. ( , 2006 . Figure 1 shows the 2MASS J − H, H − K s , and J − K s colors as a function of spectral type for all of the L and T dwarfs listed in the Dwarf Archives 11 web site as of 2007 June 07. The dwarfs in our sample are shown as red points. Overall, our sample is representative of dwarfs with similar spectral types. However, 2MASS 2224−0158 (L4.5) and 2MASS 0825+2115 (L7.5) have relatively red J − K s colors given their spectral types and 2MASS J1507−1627 (L5) has a relatively blue J − K s color. We discuss these dwarfs in more detail in §4.6.
THE MODELS
The L and T dwarf models presented here have been produced in the same way as those in our earlier work (e.g., Marley et al. 1996; Burrows et al. 1997; Marley et al. 2002; Saumon et al. 2006) . We are preparing a complete description of the models for a future publication.
Briefly, we computed a grid of one-dimensional, plane-parallel, hydrostatic, non-gray, radiative-convective equilibrium atmosphere models using our standard modeling code. A one-dimensional, plane parallel approximation is appropriate since the atmospheric scale height is always much smaller than the ultracool dwarf radius. We do not use mixing length theory, but rather set the local lapse rate in the con-vective regions to the adiabatic lapse rate. This is an excellent approximation in the dense, warm atmospheres of brown dwarfs and giant planets where convection is a very efficient energy transport mechanism. The superadiabaticity is very small and the atmospheric profile is insensitive to the choice of mixing length (Baraffe et al. 1997; Allard et al. 1997) .
For the chemical equilibrium calculations we use the elemental abundance data of Lodders (2003) and compute compositions following Fegley & Lodders (1994) , Lodders & Fegley (2002) , and Lodders (1999 . The chemical equilibrium abundances are computed for local thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. In stellar atmospheres, departures from thermochemical equilibrium can arise from interactions of atoms and molecules with the non-thermal radiation field while in planetary atmospheres, non-equilibrium conditions can arise from vertical transport (by convection or eddy diffusion) on a time scale shorter than that of the chemical reactions involved. In ultracool dwarf atmospheres, the first effect is negligible compared to the second. In the present work, we neglect both effects. The opacity database includes the molecular lines of H 2 O, CH 4 , CO, NH 3 , H 2 S, PH 3 , TiO, VO, CrH, FeH, CO 2 , HCN, C 2 H 2 , C 2 H 4 , and C 2 H 6 , the atomic lines of the alkali metals (Li, Na, K, Rb and Cs), and continuum opacity from H 2 collision induced absorption (CIA), Rayleigh scattering from H 2 , H and He, bound-free opacity from H, H − , and H + 2 , and freefree opacity from He, H − 2 , and H + 2 . The molecular line lists are continually updated and while they have wellknown shortcomings, they represent the state-of-the-art. An explanation of the treatment of line broadening, and further details regarding the chemical equilibrium calculation are presented in Freedman et al. (2007) . Note that we do not include a turbulent velocity in the calculation of line shapes as test calculations have shown this has a negligible effect for the temperatures and pressures considered here. An error in the TiO line opacity database (Schwenke 1998) employed in our recent generations of models (including those in Marley et al. (2002) , Burgasser et al. (2002b) , and Knapp et al. (2004) ) that resulted in too-strong TiO absorption has been corrected.
For the model atmosphere calculation we use the kcoefficient method to describe the opacities (Goody et al. 1989) . Within each of 180 spectral bins we sum the opacity arising from each of the several hundred million atomic and molecular lines in our database. Our radiative transfer follows the source function technique (Toon et al. 1989) , allowing inclusion of arbitrary Mie scattering particles in the layer opacities. This approach is exact in the limit of single scattering and treats multiple scattering by assuming that the scattered radiation field can be approximated with two streams. After computing a pressure-temperature (P, T ) profile with the k-coefficient method for a given set of parameters, we compute a high resolution spectrum by solving the monochromatic radiative transfer equation for a larger number of frequency points (typically ∼ 190000 in the range of 0.4 to 50 µm), using the exact same molecular line lists, continuum opacity sources, chemical composition, and line profiles as those used for the computation of the k-coefficients. The resulting spectra can be smoothed or binned for comparison with data. Previous applications of our atmospheres code include the generation of P /T profiles and spectra for Titan ), Uranus (Marley & McKay 1999) , hot Jupiters (Fortney et al. 2005 (Fortney et al. , 2006 , and brown dwarfs (Marley et al. 1996; Burrows et al. 1997; Marley et al. 2002; Saumon et al. 2006 ).
As we converge to a model temperature-pressure profile, we compute the condensate size and vertical profiles following the prescription of Ackerman & Marley (2001) for various values of the cloud sedimentation efficiency parameter, f sed . Larger values of f sed imply larger particle sizes and thus greater sedimentation efficiency. The width of the lognormal particle size distribution is set at σ = 2 and the eddy diffusion coefficient above the convective region is set to K zz = 10 5 cm 2 sec −1 . This latter value is consistent with that found from studies of the effect of non-equilibrium chemistry in L and T dwarf atmospheres Leggett et al. 2007 ). For any P/T profile there is a single description of the variation in particle sizes and number densities with altitude for each of the condensed species. As the atmospheric structure is iterated towards the equilibrium solution the cloud description is also continuously updated. The final result is a single, self-consistent thermal and cloud profile with the specified gravity, effective temperature, and cloud sedimentation efficiency. We term these models 'cloudy'. We also consider models in which the condensate formation is included in the chemical equilibrium calculation, but the condensate opacity is neglected. We term these models 'clear' and denote them as f sed =nc, since the models include 'no cloud' opacity.
In this first study, for the sake of simplicity, we consider a model parameter space consisting of T eff , g, and f sed at solar metallicity. A more extensive study including variations in metallicity and the other cloud parameters, as well as departures from chemical equilibrium caused by vertical mixing in the atmosphere (e.g. Saumon et al. (2006) ), will be the subject of future papers. Evolutionary models predict that field L and T dwarfs with ages greater than a few hundred million years have 700 K T eff 2400 K and 5.0 log g (cm s −2 ) 5.5 (Burrows et al. 1997) . We consider the entire range of T eff in steps of 100 K, and values of log g of 4.5, 5.0, and 5.5. In previous work found that f sed ∼ 3 best reproduces global properties of Jupiter's ammonia cloud (Ackerman & Marley 2001 ) and the J − K colors of L dwarfs (e.g., Knapp et al. 2004) . However the excess TiO opacity in our previous models, particularly in the J band, may have led us to overestimate the f sed value for L dwarfs. Accordingly here we consider models with f sed =1, 2, 3, 4, and nc. The final grid contains 270 models.
Dynamical processes in the atmospheres of individual objects ultimately control the growth and sedimentation of condensates and the optical properties of the various cloud decks expected in these atmospheres (e.g., Helling et al. 2001; Woitke & Helling 2003 Helling et al. 2004; . Although our modeling parameter, f sed aims to self-consistently capture these processes in a tractable way, the global properties of each individual object must ultimately define the true properties of the clouds. However we do not yet understand how differences in metallicity, rotation rate, effective temperature, and gravity might manifest themselves as different values of f sed . Therefore while we treat this parameter on equal footing as g and T eff for fitting purposes, we recognize that ultimately, more complete models would find that f sed is determined by the global physical properties of individual objects.
For each combination of gravity, effective temperature, and sedimentation efficiency, we compute a selfconsistent atmospheric temperature-pressure profile. Using this profile and employing the same atmospheric chemistry and opacities, we compute a high resolution synthetic spectrum. This spectrum is then smoothed to the resolving power of the data using a Gaussian kernel and resampled onto the same wavelength grid. Figures 2  and 3 show a sequence of synthetic spectra, smoothed to R=500 for clarity, with atmospheric parameters typical of an L dwarf (T eff =1800 K, log g=5.0, f sed =2) and a T dwarf (T eff =1100 K, log g=5.0, f sed =nc). The three panels in each figure illustrate the variations in spectral morphology when just one of the three parameters is changed.
The upper panels show the changes in spectral morphology due to variations in T eff at a fixed g and f sed . With decreasing T eff , the L dwarfs ( Fig. 2) become redder in the near-infrared and the depths of the H 2 O bands become deeper. Note also that the Q branch of the ν 3 fundamental band of CH 4 at 3.3 µm is present at T eff =1700 K. The depths of the H 2 O, CH 4 , and NH 3 bands in the spectra of the T dwarfs (Fig. 3 ) become deeper with decreasing T eff but in contrast to the L dwarfs, the T dwarfs become slightly bluer in the nearinfrared.
The middle panels show the changes in spectral morphology due to variations in g at a fixed T eff and f sed . In the L dwarfs the primary effect of increasing g is to weaken the near-infrared H 2 O absorption bands. At these temperatures, the molecular abundance of H 2 O and CH 4 depend weakly on the atmospheric pressure and are thus not sensitive to changes in gravity. The change in the H 2 O band strengths is instead a result of the fact that, at a given pressure level in the atmosphere, the higher gravity models are cooler and as a result have thicker condensate clouds. The clouds produce a grayer emergent spectrum and are therefore responsible for the decreased depth of the H 2 O bands. In contrast to the L dwarfs, the H 2 O and CH 4 band depths in the spectra of T dwarfs are only marginally affected by changes in g, except in the K band. The peak flux level in the K band diminishes with increasing g due to an increase in the CIA of H 2 . This broad, featureless absorption band (e.g., Borysow et al. 1997 ) centered at 2.4 µm is very sensitive to atmospheric pressure, and thus g, since it involves the collisions of particles (κ ν ∝ n 2 gas , where n gas is the number density of the gas).
Finally, the lower panels show the changes in spectral morphology due to variations in the cloud sedimentation parameter f sed at a fixed T eff and g. Changes in f sed produce the most dramatic variations in spectral morphology (particularly in the 1−6 µm region) underscoring the importance of correctly modeling the formation and subsequent sedimentation of condensates. The additional condensate opacity results in emergent spectra that are redder at near-infrared wavelengths than those from the cloudless models (f sed =nc). The impact of the clouds on the emergent spectra of ultracool dwarfs becomes more dramatic with lower f sed values because the clouds are thicker and thus contribute more opacity to the atmosphere.
ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS OF L AND T DWARFS

Fitting Technique
The 1D model atmospheres predict the emergent flux density F ν (F ν = 2π ∞ 0 I ν µ dµ) as a function of wavelength (i.e., a synthetic spectrum) at the surface of a star. The synthetic spectra must be multiplied by (R/d) 2 , where R is the stellar radius and d is the stellar distance, in order to obtain fluxes at Earth and directly compare them to observations. Although the parallaxes of nearly 80 L and T dwarfs have been measured (e.g, Dahn et al. 2002; Tinney et al. 2003; Vrba et al. 2004; Costa et al. 2006) , the radii of field L and T dwarfs are currently unknown. Therefore we can compare only the relative shapes of the modeled spectral energy distributions (SEDs) to the data.
For each model k, which hereafter is denoted by the triplet [T eff /log g/f sed ], we compute a goodness-of-fit statistic G k defined by 12 ,
where n is the number of data pixels, w i is the weight for the ith wavelength, f i and F k,i are the flux densities of the data and model k, respectively, σ i are the errors in the observed flux densities, and C k is the unknown multiplicative constant equal to (R/d) 2 . For each model k, the constant C k is determined by minimizing G k with respect to C k and is given by,
We select the best fitting synthetic spectrum by locating the global minimum of the G values for all of the model spectra in our grid. We have no a priori reason to favor one wavelength range over another and therefore, in principle, all wavelengths points could receive equal weight in our fits. However given the large variation in the wavelength sampling of our data (e.g, the near-infrared spectra cover only ∼2 µm but have ∼20 times more wavelength points than the Spitzer IRS spectra which cover ∼10 µm), G would be heavily biased towards near-infrared wavelengths if w i was set to unity for all i. We therefore chose to weight each pixel by its width in microns (w i = ∆λ i ). In §5.2, we discuss the systematic effects that our choice of weights has on our results. Since the line lists of CH 4 are incomplete in the H-band (Burrows et al. 2001; Freedman et al. 2007) , and the E 4 Π − A 4 Π system of FeH at 1.6 µm which is present in the spectra of the 12 We also tested the usefulness of the statistic
" 2 since most published spectra do not have errors associated with the flux density values. However as noted by Takeda (1995) , such a statistic gives more weight to wavelengths with low flux values. Typically ultracool dwarf spectra have very low S/N at such wavelengths and thus care must be taken when using such a statistic.
L dwarfs (Wallace & Hinkle 2001; Cushing et al. 2003) lacks a line list, we also set the weights of the pixels from 1.58 to 1.75 µm (roughly the center of the H band) to zero.
As an example of our procedure, Figure 4 shows the G values of all the synthetic spectra in our grid as a function of T eff computed for the spectrum of 2MASS 1507−1627 (L5). In this case, the best fitting synthetic spectrum has the parameters [1700/4.5/2]. However there are additional synthetic spectra that yield similar minimum G values. How then can we determine the quality of a given fit? Although G is mathematically similar to the χ 2 statistic, it does not follow a χ 2 distribution 13 and as a result, we cannot employ standard hypothesis testing techniques to assess the quality of the fits.
We therefore performed a Monte Carlo simulation to determine the range of synthetic spectra that fit the data given the observational errors. For each observed spectrum, we generated 2000 simulated data sets wherein the flux at each wavelength point was randomly drawn from a Gaussian distribution centered on the observed flux, and with a width given by the observed variance in the individual pixel. Since each 0.65−14.5 µm spectrum was constructed by combining together spectra that were absolutely flux calibrated independently, the error in any given flux density value also includes a correlated component that arises from the fact that during the absolute flux calibration process, all of the flux density values over a range of wavelengths (e.g., 1−2.5 µm) are scaled by a constant to adjust the overall flux level to match broadband photometry. We therefore scale the simulated flux density values by 10 −0.4×K where K is randomly drawn from a Gaussian distribution centered on zero, and with a width given by the variance of the photometry (in magnitudes).
A simulated data set s i is constructed from m spectra, each having its own σ 2 ph . For a given spectrum j, the simulated dataset s i is given by,
where N (µ, σ 2 ) represents a value randomly drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 , and σ 2 ph,j is the variance of the photometry used to absolutely flux calibrate the spectrum j. We then replace f i with s i in Equations 1 and 2 and recompute the best fitting synthetic spectrum. The quality of the fit between the data and a given synthetic spectrum is given by f MC , the fraction of the 2000 simulations in which the given synthetic spectrum is identified as the best fitting spectrum. In the case described above, the synthetic spectrum with the parameters [1700/4.5/2] has f MC =1.000 and thus is the best representation of the data in our grid of synthetic spectra. Values of f MC much less than unity imply that more than one synthetic spectrum in the grid fits the data well.
The best fitting model parameters are given on the model grid points without interpolation. Nominally, this 13 The χ 2 distribution with ν degrees of freedom is defined to be the sum of ν squared standard normal deviates or χ 2 ν = P z 2 i , where z i = (x i − µ)/σ i . Since the models are known to have systematic errors, the standardized residuals
are not standard normal deviates and thus G does not follow a χ 2 distribution.
would give an internal uncertainty of half of the grid spacing, or ±50 K in T eff , ±0.25 in log g, and ±0.5 in f sed . In practice, the best fitting models nearly all have f MC ∼ 1, which shows that the internal uncertainties on the fitting parameters are even smaller than those nominal values. As we will see in §5, our fits of the ultracool dwarf SEDs are affected by systematic effects that dominate the internal uncertainties and that are difficult to quantify. In addition, changes in the models (e.g., the inclusion of [Fe/H] as an additional parameter) or the use of a different goodness-of-fit statistic could yield different atmospheric parameters than we find here. An accurate determination of physical parameters of ultracool dwarfs will therefore require the development of more complete model atmospheres. Nonetheless, trends in the fitted parameters as revealed by this work should improve our understanding of the physics of ultracool dwarfs.
Fits of the Entire SED
We fit 0.95−14.5 µm spectrum of each dwarf as described in the previous section. Although the data extend blueward to 0.65 µm, the analysis was limited to wavelengths greater than 0.95 µm because the pressurebroadened wing of the resonant K I doublet (7665, 7699 A) that extends to ∼0.9 µm is exceedingly difficult to model (Burrows & Volobuyev 2003) . Table 3 lists the best fitting model parameters (T eff , log g, f sed ) for each dwarf in our sample along with the fraction of the Monte Carlo simulations (f MC ) in which the given triplet was identified as the best fitting model. All models with f MC > 0.1 are listed. A summary of the derived parameters is shown in Figure 5 . Seven of the nine dwarfs in our sample have best fitting synthetic spectra with f MC ∼1 indicating that they are the only reasonable model spectra in our grid for these dwarfs. 2MASS 1439+1929 (L1) has two model spectra that differ by 1 in f sed with nearly equal f MC values while SDSS 1254−0122 (T2) has two models with f MC > 0.1 that differ by 0.5 dex in log g and 1 in f sed .
The derived T eff values decrease steadily with later spectral type but the difference in T eff between 2MASS 0825+2115 (L7.5) and 2MASS 0559−1404 (T4.5) is only 200 K which confirms that the transition between the L and T dwarfs occurs over a narrow range in T eff as has been noted previously (e.g., Kirkpatrick et al. 1999; Burgasser et al. 2002a; Golimowski et al. 2004 ). Golimowski et al. (2004) derive the effective temperatures of ∼40 L and T dwarfs using their observed bolometric luminosities and evolutionary models (see Dahn et al. (2002) , Vrba et al. (2004) , and Basri et al. (2000) for alternative T eff scales for L and T dwarfs). Seven of these dwarfs are included in our sample so we also show in Table 3 the Golimowski et al. T eff values for ages of 0.1, 3, and 10 Gyr. The agreement between the two sets of values is excellent as all of our derived values fall within their 0.1 to 10 Gyr ranges.
The comparison of our derived T eff values with those of Golimowski et al. implies that if they are single objects, seven of nine dwarfs in our sample are much younger than 3 Gyr. Our evolutionary calculations , in preparation) also indicate that if we take the derived T eff and g values at face value, five of the L dwarfs would be younger than 0.2 Gyr. This is primarily a consequence of the low gravities obtained from fitting the SEDs. It seems unlikely that our sample would be biased towards such young ages given that the mean age of the L and T dwarf field population is several Gyr Allen et al. 2005 ). This suggests that fitting the SEDs of ultracool dwarfs is a poor method to determine gravities. Fortunately, we can obtain the gravity using an alternate method.
When the parallax of an object is known, its radius can be determined using the fitted normalization constant (Eq. 2) since C k =(R/d) 2 . With ultracool dwarf evolution sequences, (T eff ,R) values can be transformed uniquely into (T eff ,g) values. The gravities obtained with this alternate method are given in Table 3 and are shown in blue in the upper panel of Figure 5 . The scatter in log g is reduced and nearly all gravities are above log g=5.0. Our evolution sequences show that all 9 objects now have ages above 0.3 Gyr. This alternate method only weakly depends on the relatively subtle variations in spectral morphology arising from changes in g ( Fig. 2 and 3 ) because it relies primarily on fitting the absolute flux level of the SED. The reduced scatter in log g and the older age distribution of our sample indicate that the method provides gravity estimates that are more reliable than those obtained by direct spectral fitting. Hereafter, we do not compute new model atmospheres with these new gravities but rather continue to compare the data to models in our grid with log g=4.5, 5.0, and 5.5.
We also note that the theoretical evolution of ultracool dwarfs with cloudy atmospheres is limited to log g≤5.38, although the evolution with cloudless atmospheres can reach slightly higher gravities of log g∼5.48. Because the mass-T eff -radius relation of brown dwarfs is well established on theoretical grounds, it provides a firm boundary to physically plausible combinations of T eff and g. We find that the log g values of three of our objects (derived using the alternate method) exceed the limit for ultracool dwarfs with cloudy atmospheres, which is an indication that their fitted T eff values are overestimated by ∼10−20 K. This result can be understood by noting that the gravity of brown dwarfs is a very sensitive function of T eff for a fixed L bol (see, for example, Fig. 1 of Saumon et al. (2006) ). This is a consequence of the mass-radius relation for degenerate stars where
eff . From this approximate relation, a 7% variation in T eff changes the gravity by 0.3 dex.
Two objects in our sample call for a more detailed discussion. SDSS 1254−0122 (T2) and especially 2MASS 0559−1404 (T4.5) stand out as being overluminous for their spectral types (Burgasser 2007) . It has therefore been suggested that the two objects may be unresolved binaries Vrba et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2006; Burgasser 2007) , although neither dwarf has been resolved into a binary in high-resolution imaging (Burgasser et al. 2003b (Burgasser et al. , 2006b ). We find, as did Golimowski et al. (2004) , that the two objects share essentially the same T eff , although we derive T eff =1200 K while Golimowski et al. find T eff =1475 K (assuming ages of 3 Gyr). If SDSS 1254−0122 and 2MASS 0559−1404 are equal magnitude binaries, then the L bol of each component is reduced by a factor of two and the Golimowski et al. T eff value becomes ∼1200 K which is in much better agreement with our value. Given these new parameters, our evolutionary sequences provide the corresponding properties for the individual components. To satisfy both the constraints of component luminosity and the maximum allowed gravity, T eff has to be reduced slightly, but remain within the uncertainties of our spectral fits. The properties of the individual components are given in Table 4 .
Whether SDSS 1254−0122 and 2MASS 0559−1404 are singles or equal mass binaries, they have essentially the same effective temperature. The difference in the appearance of their spectra (T2 versus T4.5), can be explained as primarily due to a difference in their cloud properties, as suggested by our fits that indicate the clouds are thinner (larger f sed ) in 2MASS 0559−1404 than in SDSS 1254−0122. Another possibility would be for SDSS 1254−0122 to be a single brown dwarf (or a strongly unequal-mass binary) and for 2MASS 0559−1404 to be an equal mass binary. This would make the latter's individual components less luminous than SDSS 1254−0122 (or its primary) and is consistent with their position in the M bol vs spectral type diagram (Burgasser 2007) .
A fair amount of scatter is found in the f sed values of the L dwarfs, with an indication that f sed increases toward the later T spectral class, as would be expected if clouds play a decreasing role in shaping the SED of T dwarfs (e.g., Marley et al. 2002; Burrows et al. 2006) . Among the L dwarfs in our sample, f sed ranges from 1 to 3, implying that the cloud opacity varies appreciably among L dwarfs (bottom panel of Fig. 2 ) with little, if any, dependence on the spectral type. It would be particularly interesting to establish the distribution of f sed as a function of spectral type with a larger sample. Figure 6 shows the 0.95−14.5 µm spectra of 2MASS 1439+1929 (L1), 2MASS 0036+1821 (L3.5), 2MASS 1507−1627 (L5), DENIS 0255−4700 (L8), SDSS J1254−0122 (T2), and 2MASS 0559−1404 (T4.5) along with the best fitting model spectra. The grey regions indicate wavelength ranges that were excluded from the fits. The models fit the data reasonably well at the earliest and latest spectral types, but do a poorer job of fitting the data in the mid-to late-type L dwarfs and the early-type T dwarf. This range of spectral types corresponds to the L/T transition where condensate clouds have their largest impact on the SED of ultracool dwarfs. The relatively poor fits at the L/T transition most likely reflects the limitations of our simple cloud model.
In particular, the best fitting model spectra match both the peaks and depths of the H 2 O bands centered at 1.4, 1.9, and 2.6 µm well. The models do, however, under estimate the K-band flux density levels of 2MASS 1439+1929 (L1) and 2MASS 0036+1821 (L3.5). In addition, the models also over estimate the depth of the Lband CH 4 absorption bands of both DENIS 0255−4700 (L8) and SDSS 1254−0122 (T2) as well as the 5.5−14.5 µm flux levels of DENIS 0255−4700 (L8). We defer discussion of the possible causes of these mismatches to §4.3. Finally, the poor match between the model spectrum and data of 2MASS 0559−1404 in the H band is a result of the woefully incomplete line list of CH 4 at these wavelengths (Burrows et al. 2001; Freedman et al. 2007 ).
Description of Individual Bands
In the following sections, we describe how well the best fitting synthetic spectra match the data over nar-rower wavelength ranges. Figures 7 to 12 show the same data and model spectra presented in Figure 6 but over the wavelengths covered by the photometric bandpasses Y , J, H, K, and L and the Short-Low module of the IRS on board Spitzer (hereafter IRS/SL). Although the most prominent features in the spectra of the L and T dwarfs are briefly described in each section, more detailed descriptions can be found elsewhere Burgasser et al. 2003a; McLean et al. 2003; Cushing et al. 2005 Cushing et al. , 2006 . Figure 7 shows the spectra and best fitting models over the wavelength range 0.95 to 1.1 µm, which roughly corresponds to the Y band (Hillenbrand et al. 2002) . The spectra of the L dwarfs are dominated by absorption features arising from the 0−0 band of the F 4 ∆ − X 4 ∆ system of FeH. The strongest FeH feature is the bandhead at 0.9896 µm but weak FeH features are seen in the spectra of the L dwarfs throughout this wavelength range. The 0−0 band of the A 4 Π − X 4 Σ − system of VO centered at ∼1.06 µm is also present in the spectra of the early-type L dwarfs and the FeH bandhead at 0.9896 µm is weakly present in the spectra of SDSS J1254−0122 (T2) and 2MASS 0559−1404 (T4.5). Finally, H 2 O and CH 4 bands at λ > 1.09 µm emerge at the L/T transition and strengthen through the T sequence.
The synthetic spectra fit the overall shape of the Yband spectra of the L and T dwarfs reasonably well. In particular, they match the strengths of the H 2 O and CH 4 bands in the T dwarf spectra at λ > 1.08 µm. However there are a number of mismatches worth noting. Firstly, the FeH bandhead in the synthetic spectra is systematically weaker than in the L dwarf data. Secondly, all of the synthetic spectra exhibit the 0−1 bandhead of the A 6 Σ + − X 6 Σ + system of CrH at 0.9969 µm. This bandhead is often identified in the spectra of L dwarfs (e.g., Kirkpatrick et al. 1999; Kendall et al. 2006) but Cushing et al. (2003) questioned these identifications given that many of the absorption features at this wavelength in R=2000 spectra can be associated with FeH. Reiners & Basri (2006) recently found that no CrH absorption features can be identified in high resolution (R=31,000) spectra of M and L dwarfs which indicates that CrH is not a significant absorber at these wavelengths. Therefore the presence of this bandhead in the synthetic spectra is inconsistent with the observations. The 0−1 bandhead of the φ system of TiO (Galehouse et al. 1980 ) at ∼1.104 µm is also too strong in all of the model spectra. The T dwarf models exhibit a broad, weak VO band centered at ∼1.06 µm. Observationally, this band peaks in strength at a spectral type of ∼L5 and is absent by a spectral type of L8 ) so the presence of this band in the models is also inconsistent with the observations. Finally, the best fitting model spectrum underestimates the peak flux of the T4.5 dwarf 2MASS 0559−1404 because of the presence of the condensate opacity (f sed =4). A cloudless model would match the overall shape of the Y band better (see §4.4.1).
4.3.2.
The J Band Figure 8 shows the spectra and best fitting model spectra from 1.1 to 1.34 µm. This wavelength range contains the most prominent atomic features in the infrared spectra of L and T dwarfs, namely the two K I doublets at ∼1.17 µm and ∼1.24 µm, and the Na I doublet at 1.14 µm. The 0−1 and 1−2 bands of the F 4 ∆ − X 4 ∆ system of FeH are also present in the J-band spectra of the L dwarfs. These two bands exhibit bandheads at 1.1939 and 1.2389 µm, respectively, along with numerous additional weak features from 1.2 to 1.3 µm. The 3ν 3 and ν 2 + 2ν 3 bands of CH 4 centered at ∼1.15 and ∼1.4 µm are also seen in the spectra of the T dwarfs.
The model spectra reproduce the depths of the H 2 O bands at λ >1.32 µm, the onset of the CH 4 absorption in the spectra of the T dwarfs, and the weakening and eventual disappearance of the Na I doublet at 1.14 µm with later spectral type. However the model spectra do a poor job of matching the peak flux levels at ∼1.3 µm of 2MASS 1439+1929 (L1), 2MASS 1507−1627 (L5), and 2MASS 0559−1404 (T4.5). In addition, the bandheads and other weak FeH features observed in the J-band spectra of the L dwarfs are completely absent from the models. This behavior mirrors that in the Y -band for which the FeH band is systematically weaker in the models than in the data. The cross-sections of the 0−1 and 1−2 µm FeH bands are an order of magnitude smaller than those of the 0−0 FeH band (Dulick et al. 2003 ) so it is not surprising that they are either very weak or absent in the synthetic spectra.
The models also are a poor match to the early-type L dwarfs near the 1.177 µm K I line since the red wing appears much too broad given the observations. This apparent line broadening in the model spectra is actually due to the presence of the 0−1 band of the A−X system of VO (Cheung et al. 1982) . Although this band has been identified in the spectra of young, low-gravity brown dwarfs (McGovern et al. 2004 ), it has not been found in the spectra of field L and T dwarfs and therefore its presence in the model spectrum implies the opacity of this VO band may be in error.
4.3.3.
The H Band Figure 9 shows the spectra and best fitting synthetic spectra over the 1.4 to 1.8 µm wavelength range. The L dwarf spectra are shaped primarily by H 2 O absorption but also exhibit numerous weak absorption features, including three bandheads, from 1.59 to 1.74 µm that arise from the E 4 Π − A 4 Π system of FeH. The 2ν 3 and 2ν 2 + ν 3 bands of CH 4 appear at the L/T transition and strengthen through the T sequence. As explained in §4.1, we do not include the 1.58 to 1.75 µm wavelength range in the fits because the FeH band lacks a line list and the CH 4 line list is incomplete.
The model spectra fit the overall shape of the data reasonably well at these wavelengths. In particular, the detailed structure of the H 2 O bands at the short and long wavelength ends of the H band are well matched by the model spectra. The best agreement between the data and model spectra at these wavelengths are obtained for DENIS 0255−4700 (L8) and SDSS 1254−0122 (T2) because the FeH band is either weak or absent from the data and only weak CH 4 absorption is present. This indicates that the H 2 O opacity tables are quite good in the H band.
4.3.4.
The K Band Figure 10 shows the data and best fitting synthetic spectra over the 1.9 to 2.4 µm wavelength range. The spectra of L and T dwarfs are shaped primarily by H 2 O, CO, and CH 4 bands at these wavelengths. At the earliest spectral types, CO is the dominant carbon bearing gas and therefore the ∆ν = +2 CO overtone bands at λ 2.29 µm are strong. These CO bands weaken and disappear with later spectral type as CH 4 becomes the dominant carbon-bearing gas. Additionally there is a Na I doublet at 2.26 µm present in the early-type L dwarfs.
With the exception of 2MASS 1507−1627 (L5) and 2MASS 0559−1404 (T4.5), the models are a poor fit to the K-band spectra. The models underestimate the K-band flux levels of the 2MASS J1439+1929 (L1) and 2MASS 0036+1821 (L3.5) and overestimate the strengths of the CH 4 band in DENIS 0255−4700 (L8) and SDSS J1254−0122 (T2). In addition, a weak CH 4 feature can be seen in the synthetic spectrum of 2MASS 0036+1821 (L3.5) at ∼2.2 µm that is not observed in spectra of ultracool dwarfs until a spectral type of ∼L8. The presence of this CH 4 feature in the model spectrum of 2MASS 0036+1821 is a result of the fact that f sed =3 for this model. For a comparison, the best fitting model for 2MASS 1507−1627 (L5) has the same T eff , but f sed =2, and shows no CH 4 feature (the change in g makes little difference in the strength of the CH 4 band at this T eff ). The f sed =3 model is cooler in the CH 4 band formation region resulting in a higher CH 4 abundance and a deeper absorption band.
As described in §3, H 2 CIA is an important pressuresensitive opacity source in the atmospheres of ultracool dwarfs. Compared to the absorption of other molecules, (primarily H 2 O and CH 4 ), H 2 CIA is most significant in the K band. A lower matallicity decreases the opacity of H 2 O and CH 4 relative to the H 2 CIA continuum, which results in stronger emission in the Y , J and H bands with respect to the K band (Burgasser et al. 2002a ). In previous work , we found that our solar metallicity models systematically underestimated the K-band fluxes of late-type T dwarfs while models with [Fe/H] = +0.3 fit the K-band peak well. Therefore the poor match between the data and model spectra in the K band may indicate that the metallicities of the L and T dwarfs in our sample differ somewhat form the solar value employed in our chemical equilibrium calculations. Another possibility that explains the mismatch between the spectra DENIS 0255−4700 (L8) and SDSS 1254−0122 (T2) and the best fitting models is the cloud properties since the cloud sedimentation efficiency f sed changes from 2 to 3 to 4 from L8 to T4.5. Figure 11 shows the spectra and best fitting synthetic spectra over the 3.0 to 4.1 µm wavelength range. The spectra are dominated by weak H 2 O features and the ν 3 fundamental band of CH 4 . The Q-branch (∼3.3 µm) is the first CH 4 feature to emerge in the spectra of the L dwarfs and does so at a spectral type of ∼L5. With increasing spectral type, the P and the R branches emerge and strengthen through the spectral sequence until the band is saturated in the late-type T dwarfs.
The model spectra do not match the data particularly well in the L band. The most egregious mismatch is 2MASS 0036+1821 (L3.5) for which the model shows a very strong CH 4 band that is absent in the data. The presence of the CH 4 band is due to the fact that the best fitting model has f sed =3, as in the K band (see §4.3.5). The average flux density levels of the models also appear low for 2MASS 1507−1627 (L5), DENIS 0255−4700 (L8), SDSS J1254−0122 (T2), and 2MASS 0559−1404 (T4.5). In addition, the model for 2MASS J0559−1404 does not match the peak of the observed spectrum at ∼4.1 µm. Generally, in objects where the CH 4 absorption is too strong in the L band, a corresponding mismatch occurs in the K and IRS/SL bands (L8 and T2). The line lists for both H 2 O and CH 4 are reasonably complete at these wavelengths so the most likely explanation for the mismatch is that the region of the model atmosphere from which the K and L band and IRS/SL flux emerges is too cool, possibly as a result of the condensate cloud model. Figure 12 shows the data and best fitting models over the 5.5 to 14.5 µm wavelength range covered by the Short-Low module of the IRS ). H 2 O absorption features arising from the ν 2 fundamental band and 2ν 2 − ν 2 overtone band are present throughout this wavelength range; the break in the spectra at 6.5 µm is an H 2 O feature. The ν 4 fundamental band of CH 4 centered at ∼7.65 µm emerges in the spectra of late-type L dwarfs and the ν 2 fundamental band of NH 3 centered at ∼10.5 µm appears in the spectra of the T dwarfs.
IRS/SL
With the exception of 2MASS 0036+1821 (L3.5), the synthetic spectra match the data reasonably well. In particular, the strengths of the H 2 O band at 6.5 µm, and the CH 4 band at 7.8 µm is well matched by the model spectra. The flux level of the synthetic spectrum of DENIS 0255−4700 (L8) is low however, and there is a slight mismatch between the model spectrum and 2MASS 1507−1627 (L5) at ∼9 µm that we discuss further in §4.4.5. The mismatch between the model and the spectrum of 2MASS 0036+1821 is due to the fact that the model has f sed =3 (see §4.3.4 and §4.3.5).
Fits to Individual Photometric Bands
The L and T dwarf spectra studied herein cover a broad range of wavelengths while most published spectra cover only the red optical and near-infrared wavelengths (e.g., Cruz et al. 2003; Knapp et al. 2004) or even a single photometric band (e.g., Neuhäuser et al. 2005; Metchev & Hillenbrand 2006) . It is therefore appropriate to investigate how well the atmospheric parameters of L and T dwarfs can be determined by fitting L and T dwarf spectra over narrower wavelengths ranges. In addition, we can also estimate the systematic errors in both the models and spectral fitting procedure by comparing how well the models fit the spectral features over narrower wavelength ranges as compared to the global 0.95−14.5 µm fits.
We therefore fit the data over the wavelength ranges described in §4.3 as well as over the 0.95−2.5 µm wavelength range. For the IRS/SL and Y -, J-, K-, and Lband fits, we set w i =1 for all i. Table 5 lists the results of the fits and Figure 13 , which is similar to the lower panel of Figure 5 , shows the corresponding T eff values for each dwarf. Figures 14−16 and 18−20 show the spectra and best fitting models (blue) along with the best fitting models obtained by fitting the 0.95−14.5 µm (red, same as Fig. 6 ).
As expected, the model spectra fit the data much better over these narrower wavelength ranges. In most cases, remarkably good fits are obtained. However, the T eff values derived from narrower wavelength ranges do not agree with those derived by fitting the 0.95−14.5 µm SEDs. Particularly poor T eff values are derived by fitting the L band and IRS/SL spectra of the early-to mid-type L dwarfs (see Figure 13) . Below, we describe how the model spectra fit the data over the narrower wavelength ranges in more detail. Since the majority of the H band is not included in the fitting process, (see §4.1), we do not present a detailed description of that wavelength region below. Figure 14 shows the spectra and best fitting model spectra over the Y band. The fits reproduce the overall shape of the Y band data considerably better than 0.95−14.5 µm fits for all spectral types. The remaining descrepencies highlight problems with specific molecular bands. The model FeH bandheads at 0.9896 µm are still too weak, the 0.8611 µm CrH bandheads are still present, and the TiO bandheads at ∼1.104 µm are still too strong. Indeed the CrH bandhead is present in all the model spectra shown in Figure 14 . The strength of the ∼1.06 µm VO band is, however, much better matched when fitting the Y band data alone. The peak flux of 2MASS 0559−1404 (T4.5) is also better matched when fitting the Y band data alone but the synthetic spectrum does exhibit the VO band that is absent from the data.
Y Band Fits
As shown in Figure 13 , six of the nine dwarfs have derived T eff values that fall within the Golimowski et al. (2004) effective temperature range. However the derived T eff values for the early-to mid-type L dwarfs (L1 to L5) differ by no more than 200 K while the Golimowski et al. (2004) 3-Gyr effective temperatures and the T eff values derived by fitting the 0.95−14.5 µm spectra vary by 500 K over the same spectral type range which indicates the Y band is not a sensitive indicator of effective temperature at these spectral types. Figure 15 shows the spectra and best fitting models over the 1.1 to 1.34 µm wavelength range. Fits to the Jband spectra alone significantly improve for those dwarfs where the global fit was rather poor, i.e., for 2MASS 1439+1929 (L1), 2MASS 1507−1627 (L5), and 2MASS 0559−1404 (T4.5). The FeH features are still absent from the models in the early-to mid-type L dwarfs, but overall, very good fits in the J band can be obtained for the whole spectral sequence. Except for 2MASS 1439+1929 (L1) and 2MASS 0036+1821 (L3.5), the T eff values obtained with the J band are consistent with those derived from fitting the full SED. Figure 16 shows the spectra and best fitting models over the 1.9 to 2.4 µm wavelength range. The improvement in the quality of the fits is substantial when the K-band spectra are fitted alone. Indeed the agreement between the synthetic spectra and data is at its highest at these wavelengths; the detailed structure of the H 2 O, CO, and CH 4 absorption features throughout this wavelength range are almost perfectly reproduced by the models (see Figure 17) . However the improvement in the fits comes from a change in T eff of up to 300 K and the Kband T eff values show more scatter. Blake et al. (2007) have fitted high resolution (R ≈ 50000) 2.296−2.308 µm spectra of nine L dwarfs spanning spectral types L0 to L6 using our model atmospheres and also find good agreement between the data and models. Figure 18 shows the spectra and best fitting models over the 3.0 to 4.1 µm wavelength range. There is a marked improvement in the quality of the fits when the L-band spectra are fitted separately. The early-to mid-type L dwarfs no longer show the deep Q-branch CH 4 absorption and the CH 4 band in DENIS 0255−4700 (L8), SDSS J1254−0122 (T2), and 2MASS 0559−1404 (T4.5) is well matched by the synthetic spectra. The model spectrum now fits the peak flux in the spectrum of 2MASS 0559−1404 at 4.1 µm well. The derived T eff values are systematically hotter than those we obtained from the other bands by up to 500 K for all the dwarfs except 2MASS 0559−1404 (Fig. 13) which indicates that the L band is a poor spectral region from which to derive atmospheric parameters of L and T dwarfs. The low value of f MC for some of the dwarfs in our sample (Table  5 ) reinforces this conclusion. Figure 19 shows the data and best fitting models over the 5.5 to 14.5 µm wavelength range. There is also a marked improvement in the fits over this wavelength range since the strengths of the H 2 O, CH 4 , and NH 3 bands are well reproduced by the model spectra. As first noted by Cushing et al. (2006) , there is a mismatch between the data and the models from 9 to 11 µm in the spectra of the mid-type L dwarfs. This mismatch is most prominent in the spectrum of 2MASS 2224−0148 (c.f., Fig. 9 , Cushing et al. 2006 ) but can also been seen weakly in 2MASS 0036+1821 (L3.5) and 2MASS 1507−1627 (L5). Cushing et al. have tentatively identified this feature as arising from the Si-O stretching mode of small silicate grains that give rise to the classic 10 µm silicate feature. suggest that the absorption feature could arise from quartz (SiO 2 ) grains, although this is not expected from equilibrium chemistry.
J Band Fits
K Band Fits
L Band Fits
IRS/SL Fits
The derived T eff values for the early-to mid-type L dwarfs (Fig. 13) are well above the globally determined values (Fig. 5 ) by up to 700 K. For four dwarfs, the best fit is found in the high-T eff high-g corner of our model grid (T eff =2400 K, log g=5.5) and should be considered with caution. The IRS/SL spectral range gives T eff values that behave much like those obtained by fitting the L band. Both the L and IRS/SL bands probe regions of the atmosphere with the the lowest pressures and temperatures. The tendency of the L and IRS/SL band fits to produce high T eff values combined with the fact that the global 0.9−14.5 µm fits tend to over predict the depth of the 3.3 and 7.8 µm methane bands implies that the tops of the model atmospheres may be too cold. This could be simply due to flux redistribution caused by inadequate CH 4 opacities at λ < 1.7 µm or a different vertical distribution of opacity within the cloud. On the other hand, atmosphere models also tend to under-predict the temperatures of the middle and upper atmospheres of solar system giant planets (e.g., Marley & McKay 1999) , even when accounting for the effects of incident radiation and photochemistry. One possible explanation for this discrepancy is that upwardly propagating waves launched within the convection region break and deposit their energy in the lower pressure regions of the atmosphere (e.g., the discussion in Young et al. (2005) for Jupiter). An exploration of the possible effects of such waves in ultracool dwarf atmospheres would be of interest. Saumon et al. (2006 Saumon et al. ( , 2007 have found that the IRS/SL spectra of Gl 570D (T7.5) and 2MASS J04151954−0935066 (T7) can be modeled adequately only by reducing the abundance of NH 3 by about an order magnitude from that predicted by chemical equilibrium. This is attributed the vertical motions of the gas within the atmospheres which prevents the abundances of N 2 and NH 3 from reaching their expected equilibrium values (Lodders & Fegley 2002 ). The models presented herein do not include the effects of non-equilibrium chemistry. We note that an equilibrium model fits the IRS/SL spectrum of 2MASS 0559−1404 (T4.5) well. This is a consequence of its higher T eff , which decreases the effect of vertical transport on the chemistry of NH 3 . Nevertheless, a non-equilibrium model provides a better fit to the NH 3 features of the IRS Short High spectrum (R≈600) of this object at a 2-σ level (Mainzer et al. 2007 ).
4.4.6. 0.95−2.5 µm Fits Figure 20 shows the data and best fitting models over the 0.95 to 2.5 µm wavelength range. With the exceptions of 2MASS 1439+1929 (L1) and SDSS 1254−0122 (T2), fitting the near-infrared wavelengths alone does not dramatically improve the quality of the fits. Indeed the same model ([1700/5.5/3]) fits both the nearinfrared and 0.95−14.5 µm spectra of 2MASS 0036+1821 (L3.5). Still, the depths of the H 2 O and CH 4 bands in the remaining dwarfs are better matched when fitting the near-infrared spectra alone. Note also that the near-infrared spectra of 2MASS 0036+1821 (L3.5) and 2MASS 1507−1627 (L5) are fit by the same model (1700/5.5/f3). The derived T eff values do not match the 0.95−14.5 µm T eff values well, particularly for the earlyto mid-type L dwarfs. This implies that spectra at λ 2.5 µm are necessary in order to derive T eff values for early-to mid-type L dwarfs. This is unfortunate since most published spectra of L dwarfs rarely extend beyond 2.5 µm.
The L/T Transition
The transition from the L to T dwarfs is marked by a rapid change in near-infrared color from the very red late-type L dwarfs (J − K∼2.5) to the very blue T dwarfs (J − K∼−1) and an increase in the emergent flux in the 1 µm region Tinney et al. 2003; Vrba et al. 2004 ). The latter trend was unexpected because theoretical L bol declines as a brown dwarf cools. The 0.9896 µm FeH bandhead also strengthens in the spectra of the early-to mid-type T dwarfs after weakening considerably in the spectra of the late-type L dwarfs (Burgasser et al. 2002b; McLean et al. 2003) . Furthermore, the transition occurs over a very small T eff range, perhaps only 100 to 200 K ). All current atmospheric and evolutionary models (Marley et al. 2002; Tsuji 2005; Burrows et al. 2006) fail to reproduce these observations. A number of possible solutions have been proposed including the break up of the condensate cloud decks (Ackerman & Marley 2001; Burgasser et al. 2002b ), a rapid change in the efficiency of condensate sedimentation , or even "crypto-binarity" (Burrows et al. 2006) . Unresolved binaries do play a role in exaggerating the magnitude of the 1 µm brightening in the field population (Burgasser et al. 2006b; Burgasser 2007; Liu et al. 2006) but the brightening appears to be intrinsic to the evolution of brown dwarf atmospheres since it has also been observed in binary systems composed of early-type and mid-type T dwarfs. In these systems, whose components presumably have the same metallicity and are coeval, the component with the later spectral type is brighter in the J band (Burgasser et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2006) .
Although the models involving changes in the condensate cloud properties are both consistent with the color magnitude diagrams of field L and T dwarfs at the L/T transition (Burgasser et al. 2002b; Knapp et al. 2004) , the model spectra have yet to be directly compared to spectroscopic observations. Indeed an error in the TiO line list used in a previous generation of our models (see §3) produced emergent spectra with TiO bands at nearinfrared wavelengths that were much too strong, but whose J-and K-band magnitudes nevertheless matched the colors of L dwarfs relatively well. Unfortunately, selfconsistent models that include the break-up of the condensate clouds decks are not yet available so we can only compare models with changes in the sedimentation efficiency f sed .
Four of the dwarfs in our sample span the L/T transition: 2MASS 0825+2115 (L7.5), DENIS 0255−4700 (L8), SDSS J1254−0122 (T2), and 2MASS 0559−1404 (T4.5). As can be seen in Figure 6 and Table 3 , the effective temperatures derived from fitting the 0.9−14.5 µm spectra of these four dwarfs decrease slightly from 1400 K to 1200 K and the clouds become gradually thinner (f sed increases) toward later spectral types. Our fits of the SEDs of late-type L and early-type T dwarfs therefore support the concept of a rapid decrease in the overall cloud opacity over a narrow range in T eff . Burgasser et al. (2002b) argue that the resurgence of the 0.9896 µm FeH bandhead in the spectra of earlyto mid-type T dwarfs (see also McLean et al. 2003 ) is consistent with the cloud breakup hypothesis. In the absence of such a breakup, radiation at ∼1 µm only emerges from atmospheric layers above the Fe cloud deck in which gaseous FeH has almost completely been depleted into solid or liquid Fe. If holes are present in the cloud decks, radiation from atmospheric layers below the Fe cloud deck where FeH has not been depleted can escape and as a result, the FeH bandhead is observed in the spectra. Figure 21 shows a sequence of models with T eff =1400 K, log g=5.0, and f sed =1, 2, 3, 4, and nc. The strength of the FeH bandhead also increases in strength with increasing sedimentation efficiency. For a fixed P /T profile, the FeH column density above the Fe cloud base (T ∼ 2000 K) is set by the vapor pressure of Fe and thus is indepen-dent of both metallicity and f sed 14 . In the f sed =1 model, the τ ∼ 2/3 level is high in the cloud (T ≈ 1500 K) but as f sed increases, the Fe cloud becomes thinner and the τ ∼ 2/3 level is reached deeper in the atmosphere. As a result, the column density of FeH that is observed increases resulting in an increase in the band strength of FeH. Therefore a change in sedimentation efficiency at a fixed T eff can also explain the resurgence of the FeH bandhead across the L/T transition.
4.6. Very Red L Dwarfs As can be seen in Figure 1 , there is significant scatter (∼0.5−1 mag) in the near-infrared colors of L and T dwarfs at a given spectral type. It has been suggested that this spread arises from variations in the condensate cloud properties or surface gravity (Burrows et al. 2006) , although unresolved binaries also contribute to the scatter (Liu & Leggett 2005) . In our models, both surface gravity and cloud sedimentation efficiency affect the near-infrared colors, but the latter dominates for the mid-to latetype L dwarfs. Two pairs of objects in our sample, 2MASS 2224−1058/2MASS 1507−1627 and 2MASS J0825+2115/DENIS J0255−4700, have identical spectral types within the errors but markedly different J − K s colors: 2.05/1.52 and 2.07/1.69, respectively. As a result, they are ideal for studying the dependence of surface gravity and the condensate cloud properties on the colors of L dwarfs at a given spectral type.
The best fitting model spectra over the 0.95 to 14.5 µm wavelength range for 2MASS 2224−0158 and 2MASS 1507−1627 have [1700/4.5/1] and [1700/4.5/2], respectively. The two objects have the same log g and T eff values, but the redder object, 2MASS 2224−0158 has an f sed value of 1 while the bluer 2MASS J1507−1627 has f sed =2. Condensate clouds with f sed =1 are thicker and have smaller particles and therefore contribute more opacity to the atmosphere (which result in redder J − K S colors (see §3)). Burgasser et al. (2007) have also noted that the broad absorption feature seen in the IRS spectrum of 2MASS J2224−0158, which Cushing et al. (2006) have tentatively identified as arising from small silicate grains in the condensate clouds (see §4.4.5), is much weaker in the IRS spectrum of the bluer 2MASS 1507−1627. This is consistent with the condensate clouds being responsible for the very red color of 2MASS 2224−0158.
Similarly, the best fitting model spectra over the 0.95 to 14.5 µm wavelength range for 2MASS 0825+2115 and DENIS 0255−4700 have [1400/4.5/1] and [1400/5.5/2], respectively. These two objects have identical T eff and different log g values but as above, the redder object, 2MASS 0825+2115, has f sed =1. These latter two objects show how both surface gravity and the condensate clouds play a role in controlling the colors of L dwarfs.
14 The formation of FeH gas can be written as Fe (gas) + 0.5 H 2 = FeH (gas). If Fe is condensed, the partial pressure of Fe (gas) is fixed by the vapor pressure of the iron and is independent of the total amount of condensed phase. Since the partial pressure of H 2 is essentially a constant (at a given total pressure), the partial pressure of FeH is also fixed. Therefore once Fe condenses, the partial pressure, and thus column density, of FeH above the Fe cloud base is independent of both metallicity and f sed for a fixed P /T profile.
SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Both the G statistic and the Monte Carlo simulations used in this analysis explicitly account for the random errors in the data. However it is important to also understand any systematic errors that can affect the analysis. Below, we discuss two such systematic errors, the absolute flux calibration process and the choice of the weights in the G statistic.
Absolute Flux Calibration
The near-infrared spectra used in this work were obtained with SpeX on the NASA IRTF. The 0.8−2.5 µm wavelength range is covered in six cross-dispersed orders, and as a result the spectra from the various orders are merged into a single spectrum by scaling the spectra to ensure that the flux density levels match in regions where the spectra overlap in wavelength. Unfortunately there is no wavelength overlap between the H and K bands and therefore no scaling could be performed. The merged 0.8−2.5 µm spectra were then absolutely flux calibrated by deriving a single scale factor based on the 2MASS JHK s photometry. Cushing et al. (2005) showed that, on average, the synthetic colors (J − H, H − K s , and J − K s ) of their entire sample of M, L, and T dwarfs match the observed 2MASS colors within the errors. However in some cases, we find deviations between the synthetic and observed colors of up to 2 σ.
In order to quantify any effect that variations in the absolute flux calibration of the near-infrared spectra have on our analysis, we have absolutely flux calibrated each of the SpeX cross-dispersed spectra separately using both 2MASS photometry and Mauna Kea Observatories NearInfrared (MKO-NIR; Tokunaga et al. 2002) photometry 15 . Two of the dwarfs in our sample, 2MASS 1506+1321 and DENIS J0255−4700, have not been observed in the MKO-NIR system to date. The near-infrared, L band, and IRS/SL spectra are then recombined into a single 0.95−14.5 µm spectrum and the entire analysis is performed again. Figure 22 summarizes the differences between the atmospheric parameters derived by fitting the spectra with the different absolute flux calibration schemes over the 0.95−14.5 µm wavelength range. Flux calibrating the spectra with 2MASS photometry leaves the derived parameters almost unchanged while the derived parameters for three objects flux calibrated with the MKO-NIR photometry change by 100 K in T eff and 0.5 dex in log g. Overall, there is little change in the derived values of T eff , log g, and f sed which indicates the absolute flux calibration does not severely affect the parameters derived by fitting the 0.95−14.5 µm spectra (Figure 23 ). The parameters obtained by fitting the 0.95−2.5 µm spectra alone are more sensitive to variations in the absolute flux calibration. Differences of 0.5−1 dex in log g, 100 K in T eff , and 1 in f sed in the best fitting model spectra are apparent. The range of possible models (i.e., the error bars) also grows because the SpeX cross-dispersed orders (J, H, K) are absolutely flux calibrated separately and thus are varied separately in the Monte Carlo simulation.
Weights
As discussed in §4.1, we weight each pixel in the spectrum by its width (w i = ∆λ i ) to remove a bias introduced into the G statistic due to the large variation in wavelength sampling of the data. Our choice of weights, however, is completely arbitrary. In order to estimate any systematic error in the derived parameters introduced by our choice of weighting scheme, we have devised a second weighting scheme as follows.
We divide the 0.95−14.5 µm wavelength range into bins equally-spaced in ln λ. Each pixel that falls in bin k receives a weight inversely proportional to the total number of pixels contained in bin k. For example, if bin k contains four pixels, then w i =0.25 for each pixel in bin k. The Spitzer data has the lowest resolving power of all the data (R ≡ λ/∆λ ≈ 100) so we used a bin size of δ ln λ = 0.01 which corresponds to R=100. This alternative weighting scheme effectively mimics smoothing the spectra to R=100 and resampling them such that each pixel corresponds to a single resolution element. Figure 24 summarizes the differences between the atmospheric parameters derived by fitting the data using the two different weight schemes over the 0.95−14.5 µm wavelength range. The T eff values derived for the earlytype L dwarfs are lower by 100 K and the derived log g values for two of the dwarfs change by 1 and 0.5. Based on these results, the choice of weighting scheme does not dramatically alter the results presented herein.
CONCLUSIONS
We have performed the first fits of the 0.95−14.5 µm SEDs of nine field ultracool dwarfs spanning spectral types L1 to T4.5 to obtain effective temperatures, gravities and values for the cloud sedimentation parameter. The wide wavelength coverage of the data allows us to easily discriminate between synthetic spectra with different atmospheric parameters because most physical and chemical processes that occur in ultracool dwarf atmospheres leave a signature in one or more of the wavelength regions covered by the data.
In our study of field ultracool dwarfs we have focused on the most significant physical parameters, ignoring the more subtle effects of metallicity variations from the solar value as well as departures from chemical equilibrium caused by vertical mixing in the atmosphere (e.g. Saumon et al. (2006) ). The spectroscopic data come from a variety of instruments and we have estimated the uncertainties in the derived parameters that arise from the absolute flux calibrations of the various spectra that form the SEDs. Although some wavelength ranges are poorly fitted for some objects, undoubtedly due to remaining inadequacies in the models and, to a smaller extent, to possible variations in metallicity amongst the dwarfs in our sample, overall the model spectra fit the data well.
Given the natural scatter in the observational properties among the objects in our sample and the uncertainties inherent in our procedure, we can identify only general trends in the fitted parameters as a function of spectral type. The effective temperatures decrease steadily through the L1 to T4.5 spectral types and agree with the determinations of Golimowski et al. (2004) . Our results also confirm that T eff is nearly constant at the L/T transition, decreasing by only ∼ 200 K from spectral types L7.5 to T4.5.
Two topics of great interest are the evolution of the cloud properties as a function of spectral type and the distribution of cloud properties within each spectral subclass. Our work provides a first, although somewhat blurry glimpse of this important aspect of ultracool dwarf atmospheres. We find that the cloud properties, as encapsulated in the most important free parameter of the Ackerman & Marley (2001) condensation cloud model, f sed , vary significantly among L dwarfs, ranging from very thick clouds (f sed = 1) to relatively thin clouds (f sed = 3) with no particular trend with spectral type. The two L dwarfs in our sample with very red nearinfrared colors have best fitting model spectra with thick clouds. Finally the fits to the two T dwarfs in our sample (T2 and T4.5) suggest that the clouds becomes thinner in this spectral class, in agreement with previous studies.
Fitting individual spectral bands, we almost always obtain excellent fits to the data, in some cases down to the fine structure of the H 2 O and CH 4 bands. The T eff obtained in this fashion (Fig. 13 ) can show quite a bit of scatter compared to the values derived by fitting the full SED, typically by ∼ 200 K and in the worst cases, up to 700 K. Nevertheless, the trend of decreasing T eff with spectral type is preserved in all bands, with few exceptions. However, this exercise shows that in general, T eff determinations based on the analysis of narrow spectral ranges are not reliable for ultracool dwarfs.
The data point to several directions for improving the models. First, improved input molecular opacities, particularly for CrH, VO, FeH, and CH 4 and the resonance doublet of K I (7665, 7699Å) (Allard et al. 2007 ) are required to improve fits to the early L and all of the T dwarfs, respectively. The second important area ripe for improvement remains the cloud model, in particular the particles' size distribution, the cloud's vertical profile, and the optical properties of the condensates.
The accurate determination of the physical parameters of isolated field ultracool dwarfs therefore remains an elusive goal. Our method of SED fitting should be applied to those ultracool dwarfs with well constrained T eff (±20 K) and log g (±0.05 dex) values (derived from other methods) in order to better assess its internal uncertainties. Currently, such a sample is limited to a few late-type T dwarfs Liu et al. 2007 ) that are companions to main sequence stars with known distances, metallicities and well-constrained ages. Such studies should be extended to include earlier spectral types in order to firmly associate the observable properties of the L and T spectral sequence to fundamental astrophysical parameters.
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